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THE DEPARTMENT FOR EDUCATION’S SIXTH STATEMENT OF NEW REGULATION 
 
Legislative measures to be included in a Statement of New Regulation are classified (and independently validated) under ‘One In, Two Out (‘OITO’)’ as: ‘INs’; 
‘OUTs’; and, ‘ZERO NETs’ according to their impact on the specified business sector. For the sixth Statement of New Regulation, the Department has: no 







TITLE OF THE 
MEASURE 
PURPOSE OF THE 
MEASURE 
DATE THE MEASURE 
IS DUE TO COME 
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ANNUAL NET COST 
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IMPACT 
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To require adoption 
agencies to refer details 
of children and 
prospective adopters to 
the Adoption Register, 
and introduce a two-
stage approval process 
for prospective adopters 
July 2013 -£0.06 To be published 
DFE0036 Care Planning, 
Placement and Case 





To streamline the 
process for approving 
persons as foster carers 
and making clearer the 
process for decision- 
making around the 
delegation of authority 
to foster carers. Also 
provides for an 
approved prospective 
adopter to be 
temporarily approved as 
a local authority foster 
carer for a named 
looked-after child 
July 2013 -£0.06 To be published 
DFE0040 Residential Holiday 
Schemes for Disabled 
Children Regulations 
2013 
To simplify the 
inspection requirements 
for holiday schemes for 
disabled children 
July 2013 -£0.01 To be published 
DFE0041 Revised statutory 
guidance Safeguarding 
Children and Safer 
Recruitment in 
Education 
To reduce statutory 
guidance giving 
frontline professionals 
greater flexibility to 
exercise professional 
judgement 
December 2013 * £0.00 To be published 
 
* The EANCB figure for this legislative measure has yet to be finalised, or, the legislative measure has yet to be enacted, and has been shown as a 
provisional figure or treated as £0.00 for the purposes of this Statement of New Regulation. A finalised figure for this legislative measure will be confirmed in 
the eighth Statement of New Regulation, and will contribute to the Department’s revised running balance at 31 December 2013. 
 
